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Introduction 
1. This message is not about telling you how to vote. 
2. This message is about helping you to think biblically about the election and participation 

in it. 
3. The debate in Christian circles has revolved around character, consequences and 

conscience and should also include ‘commands’ (what God’s Word calls us to) and 
ultimately, looking to Christ. 

4. Voting is a freedom issue but that does not mean we are free to do whatever we want. 
(Romans 14:1-12) 

5. Freedom issues always result in believers being on different sides of the same issue. 
6. A ‘vote’ is seen by some as a ‘stamp of approval’ and by others as a ‘tool to employ.’ 
7. Voting requires that we consider all the various factors that should go into our decision 

making. 
8. We must resist the temptation to condemn or hold in contempt those who choose 

differently than we do in this election. 
 
1. Considerations regarding Character 
 
o Person: How flawed must a candidate be in order to be disqualified in light of the fact that 

every candidate is flawed? Who decides where this line is and when it is crossed? 
 
o Prophetic Witness: Will the way I vote hinder my future witness to unbelievers and my 

future admonishment of others to pursue holiness? 
 
o Precedent: If I vote for a candidate this time that has reprehensible character because of 

other considerations, am I setting a precedent that character in public leaders does not 
matter? 

 
o Predictability: Should I vote for predictable weakness and flaws and evil policies and 

practices instead of that which is unpredictable? 
 
o Place in a 3-Branched Republic: Is my vote for President the same thing as a vote for a 

King? Or a dictator? 
 
2. Considerations regarding Consequences 
 
o Platform: Is there a platform with values and objectives that I can support in good 

conscience? 
 



o Pro-Life Issue: Should I stand against the evil of abortion with my vote in the most 
effective way? 

 
o Prejudice: Should I stand against the evil of prejudice in racism and sexism with my vote 

in the best possible way? 
 
o Peopling the Justice System: Should the role of the President in impacting the other 

branches of government be a major factor in how I vote? 
 
o Persecution: Should fostering religious liberty be a major factor in how I vote? 

 
o Prosperity: Should a concern for the poor and the oppressed be a major factor in how I 

vote? 
 

o Protection: Should the protection of our citizens from outside threats be a major factor in 
how I vote? 

 
3. Considerations regarding Conscience 
 
o Personal Testimony: What does my vote say about me personally – values, length to 

which I will go to get what I want, etc? 
 
o Personal Conscience: Should my vote simply be decided by my conscience and what I am 

comfortable with? 
 
o Providence: Should I not worry about how I vote or about voting at all since God’s is 

going to do what God is doing to do? 
 
o Promoting Good and Opposing Evil: Is my vote (or non-vote) going to promote the good 

and oppose evil in the best way possible? 
 
4. Considerations concerning Commands 
 
Jeremiah 29:7; Galatians 6:10; 1 Corinthians 16:14; 1 Corinthians 10:31; Galatians 6:7; 
Colossians 3:17; 1 Corinthians 16:14; 1 timothy 2:1ff; Matthew 10:16; Matthew 22:21; Romans 
13:7 
 
God commands us to love. So whether you decide to vote for one of the major candidates or a 
third-party candidate or a write-in candidate or to not vote at all, make sure you pursue love! 
 
Handle your privilege and responsibility to vote in such a way – that you seek the welfare of all 
the people in our country - that you seek to oppose the greatest evil you can and to promote the 
greatest good you can!  


